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The purpose of this study was to synthesize the research literature that has investigated library-based chat reference service. We define library-based chat reference as a synchronous, computer-based question answering service where users of the service ask question(s) which are answered by library employees or contracted agents. Following the methods for conducting a systematic review, we developed inclusion criteria for our data set and collected data from research on chat service dating from 1995 to January 2010. We limited our data to empirical research using established qualitative or quantitative methods. The final data set included 59 documents. We used White’s (2001) digital reference service framework to guide our data analysis and unitized the data to the level of the research question(s) asked in each of the studies, resulting in 146 research questions. We focused the bulk of our analysis on the six categories of the framework where the research emphasis was strongest: parameters of the service; clients; parameters of the service; questions; question-answering process; response guidelines; staffing and training; and mission, objectives, statement of purpose.

Our aim is to analyze the literature on chat service from a broad perspective to uncover larger themes and streams of knowledge. We believe that this perspective is relevant to those who are currently engaged in chat service in some capacity—academics, librarians, managers, and IT developers. Our research presents the collective knowledge in this area and provides groundwork for researchers as they explore new questions related to chat service. It unifies for practitioners a collection of findings about chat service to enhance and improve their practice. The results suggest areas of opportunity for managers who wish to further develop chat as a library service, and the results synthesize current understandings about chat service which may be useful for IT developers to extend and innovate chat technology in libraries.
understandings about chat services and explore untapped or under researched areas of chat service.

Lankes, Gross, and McClure define digital reference as “human-intermediated assistance offered to users through the internet.”1 To that the authors add the notion of real time and have limited their analysis to research that explores synchronous, simultaneous, real time assistance. Library-based chat is a synchronous, computer-based question answering service where users of the service ask question(s) which are answered by library employees or contracted agents.

The authors have elected to make the distinction between synchronous and asynchronous question answering services, such that e-mail answering services (asynchronous) are excluded from the study. A further boundary of this study is the focus on computer-based service, thus excluding telephone question answering service. The authors focus on library-based chat only, excluding research on personal chatting in a library, and chat services offered by other providers such as customer service chat from online retail sites, service companies, or other industries.

The synthesis is presented in the form of a systematic review of this research literature produced between 1995 and January 2010. The aim is to analyze and integrate the literature on chat reference service from 30,000 feet to uncover larger themes and streams of knowledge. Such a study brings together a large body of individual knowledge pieces and makes sense of them at a higher level; it provides the evidence to show what knowledge has been accumulated in this area; it provides groundwork for researchers in this area as they look at new questions; and it unifies for practitioners a collection of findings about chat reference to enhance and improve their practice.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A Brief History of Chat Service

Chat service has existed in libraries for roughly 15 years. Zanin-Yost cited an exploratory service from 1996 at North Carolina State University using synchronous video chat through CU-SeeMe software.2 The University of Michigan Shapiro Undergraduate Library also experimented with CU-SeeMe at about that same time.3 Sloan identified four chat services (still operating in 2006) as the earliest chat reference services still in operation: (1) Silkeborg, Denmark Public Library, SUNY-Morrisville, and Temple University all dating to 1998, and the University of North Texas since 1999.4

Chat service started to take off in the late nineties when technology companies began developing software libraries could use to manage their chat service. Some of those early players were Library Systems & Services (LSSI), purchased in 2003 by tutor.com, LivePerson, still available as a real time customer engagement software company, and Question Point, a collaborative digital reference venture between the Library of Congress and OCLC, also still in operation. This kind of chat software appealed to many libraries because of the many features built into the software including co-browsing, pushing webpages, storing written messages to use as scripts, and statistics and report management capability. At nearly the same time, libraries were also exploring more scaled down software options for real time chat through instant messaging (IM) software such as America Online's AIM, Microsoft's MSN Messenger, and Yahoo Chat.5 This technology was seen as advantageous for libraries for many reasons including it was less expensive than chat software, it was thought to be easier to use, and many people in the target audience (typically students) were already using it. Because there were many different individual IM services in operation, and they were exclusive such that one must have an account on each service to use it, librarians found they needed to have multiple accounts to the various IM services to be able to reach their users. That situation lead to the adoption of aggregator services that bring together IM accounts from multiple providers into one interface and require no software to download for the user to be able to chat with a librarian. Some examples of aggregator services include Meebo (www.meebo.com), Trillian (www.teruleanstudios.com), andPidgin (www.pidgin.im).

At present, the majority of libraries in the United States offer some sort of digital reference service. Data from a U.S. Department of Education report show that in the fall of 2008, 72.1 percent of all U.S. academic libraries offered reference service by e-mail or the web.6 Data from a 2009 Public Library Association report show that 31.4 percent (n = 831) of public libraries offer chat reference service.7

Reviews of Chat Research

To date, there has not been any published research that has set out to identify and integrate the collected empirical research findings on chat reference since its inception. However, two survey articles on aspects of chat reference have informed this work. From a practitioner perspective, Francoeur’s survey of the number of chat services around the world in existence at the time of his study provides an informative early history of chat service.8 His large-scale research, which encompasses both the breadth of chat service and the multiple dimensions involved in providing chat service, provides preliminary groundwork for subsequent meta-reviews such as this research. Radford and Mon’s chapter on reference service in academic libraries was particularly useful in its integration of research findings on a variety of aspects of reference, including chat reference, such as user satisfaction, reference accuracy, and assessment of reference service.9 Both of these studies provided support to the method presented here.

Systematic Review

A systematic review is a type of review of research literature with the goal to “assemble, critically appraise, or evaluate, and synthesize the results of primary studies in an integrative approach.”10 This method requires asking a specific research question, which is then answered by systematically collecting
material for inclusion in the data set, and then synthesizing the material. Systematic reviews differ from meta-analyses in that the findings in a systematic review may be reported quantitatively or qualitatively, whereas meta-analyses use statistical tests to combine results across multiple research studies.\(^{11}\)

In building the data set to be examined, inclusion criteria must be established appropriate to the question being asked. Steps to follow to ensure comprehensive inclusion of relevant materials include searching multiple databases using a variety of search techniques, tracking citations from relevant studies, seeking recommendations from experts, and citation pearl growing.\(^ {12}\)

In the field of library and information science, the systematic review is perhaps underused. Ankem studied the use of systematic reviews (and meta-analyses) in LIS literature and identified only seven published systematic reviews in an eleven-year period from 1996–2006, and within that set, all seven reviews were on topics in medical information.\(^ {13}\) More recently other systematic reviews have appeared in the LIS literature on topics beyond medical information such as Winston’s review of research on ethical education and Liew’s work on digital library research.\(^ {14}\)

McKibbon suggests that a systematic review is an appropriate technique to use in several different cases, such as when there is too much or too little information available for a particular area of inquiry, when there may be contradictory findings for a particular research question, or as in the present case, to identify the current state of our collective understanding of a phenomenon which results in exposing potentially fruitful areas for new research.\(^ {15}\)

Since chat service has been around in libraries for 15 years, with a growing body of published research on a wide range of aspects of chat service, the authors believe the time is right to explore that research in this systematic manner. The contribution of this work is to investigate this body of literature to synthesize what is empirically known about chat reference service.

**METHODS**

The following three research questions guided the study:

1. How have researchers studied chat service in libraries?
2. What aspects of chat service have been studied since 1995?
3. For the aspects of chat service most heavily studied, what does the research tell us?

**DATA COLLECTION**

The authors established the following criteria for inclusion to build the data set:

- Research that examined some aspect of chat service, defined as library-based question answering services employing synchronous, computer-based technologies
- Empirical research, exhibiting standard qualitative or quantitative research methods, including formal research questions and appropriate methods to answer those questions
- Research from 1995 through January 2010

The authors elected to establish a criterion for inclusion in the data set that focuses on a scientific approach to research on chat service. In doing so, articles that reported a single library’s experience with digital reference service were not included. Although in many cases, this type of article had elements of a case study approach and reported some empirically derived data, such studies were excluded from the research if they did not, a priori, ask a research question, determine the appropriate data and methods to answer that question, or base their research design on a theoretical or conceptual position. The set of articles that are descriptive case studies of chat service are extremely useful in describing how chat operates in a variety of libraries, and make for a valuable data set for future work in this area.

The authors searched two comprehensive indexes of LIS literature, *Library and Information Science and Technology Abstracts*, and *Library Literature*, to identify studies for the data set. *Dissertations and Theses* also was searched to locate unpublished dissertations. Using keyword and controlled vocabulary searching, and limiting the search by publication date, the initial data set contained 101 articles. Additional articles were discovered through citation tracing. A careful review of the data set applying the inclusion criteria resulted in a final data set of 59 total papers: 52 were journal articles, 6 were unpublished dissertations, and one was a conference paper. Appendix A includes the complete list of papers included in the data set.

**Data Analysis**

In an effort to link the research with existing literature, the authors searched for an appropriate, extant framework to guide the analyses. Several frameworks that model digital reference services to some extent were considered including Luo’s chat reference evaluation framework,\(^ {16}\) Pomerantz’s process model of chat-based reference service,\(^ {17}\) and the preliminary typology of digital reference standards by Lankes, Gross, and McClure.\(^ {18}\) Ultimately, White’s digital reference service framework was determined to be the most comprehensive schema of digital reference service and one that had been validated through other research and was thus selected for this analysis.\(^ {19}\)

The framework consists of 18 categories grouped into four broad domains. No additions or subtractions were made to the framework, but some interpretive detail was added to the categories for clarity in the coding process, most noticeably in three areas. All the studies related to users’ satisfaction with chat were coded as Parameters of the Service: Clients. Although the framework breaks out digital reference into core
functions, it does not have a category that addresses the chat transaction as a whole communication event. The authors thus opted to use the category Question-Answering Process for that idea. Finally, data about instruction and learning were coded in the category Response Guidelines. The framework is shown in table 1.

The authors piloted the framework with the data using the entire article as the unit of analysis, but since many of the studies examined multiple aspects of chat service, it was determined that the data needed manipulation to a more discrete level. The data were then unitized to the level of the research question by examining each article and identifying the research question(s) asked. In some cases, the research questions were not explicitly identified as such, but were referred to in such a way as to be easily interpreted as the question(s) to be investigated. The final data set included 59 papers yielding 146 research questions.

Two authors independently coded each of the 146 research questions using the framework. Inter-coder reliability was calculated at .77. All three authors discussed the research questions where there was a discrepancy in the coding to reach agreement on the assigned codes.

LIMITATIONS

The authors are aware of the following potential limitations in this study. In building the data set, the authors limited their searching to two LIS indexes, dissertations, and citation tracing, and thus they may have missed studies that meet the inclusion criteria. To address this, the authors iteratively searched the two databases using varied search strategies, and they used pearl growing technique to identify other relevant citations to studies that met the criteria. Another limitation in the study is that the criteria for inclusion contained some gray area and in some cases the authors may have erred on the conservative side, thus leaving out a relevant study. Finally, in intentionally not analyzing the descriptive case accounts of chat service, information of interest may have been omitted. The authors suggest that the body of literature describing single implementations of chat service could be mined for trends that could provide additional perspective to what is reported here.

FINDINGS

The findings are reported in two brief sections and one lengthy section, each pertaining to a stated research question. “Descriptive Findings” answers the first research question: how have researchers studied chat service in libraries? The second section, “Broad Findings,” answers the second research question: what aspects of chat service have been studied since 1995? “Specific Findings” answers the third research question: for the aspects of chat service most heavily studied, what does the research tell us?

Table 1. White’s Digital Reference Service Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broad Area</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Purpose of the service | a. Mission, objectives, statement of purpose  
b. Parameters of the service: questions  
c. Parameters of the service: clients |
| 2. Structure and responsibilities to the client | a. Administration  
b. Staffing and training  
c. Hardware and software  
d. Ease of use, instructions to the client  
e. Responsibilities to the client |
| 3. Core functions | a. Query form  
b. Acknowledgement  
c. Question negotiation  
d. Question-answering process  
e. Response guidelines  
f. Coping with demand  
g. Archiving |
| 4. Quality control | a. Quality control  
b. Evaluation  
c. External recognition |

Descriptive Findings

These findings characterize the collection of 59 papers in the data set (52 journal articles, 6 dissertations, 1 conference paper). The 52 journal articles were published in 24 different journals. Table 2 shows the number of articles per journal title.

The majority of the research examined chat service in an academic library (n = 37). Multitype library chat services were explored in 14 studies and public library consortial chat services were the focus in 8 studies.

There was a mix of data types across the data set. The majority of the studies used transcripts of chat interactions as the primary data source (n = 31). The second most frequently observed source of data came from user surveys (n = 13). Sixteen of the 59 studies employed multiple data collection and analysis methods, the most prevalent of which was the combination of analysis of chat transcripts with user surveys. Table 3 lists the range of data sources used and the number of studies in which they were reported.

The predominant two types of data analyses were (1) content analysis of the chat transcripts or of open-ended survey and interview questions (n = 38) and (2) quantitative analysis from survey questions (n = 30). Within the content analysis category, some of the more interesting approaches included linguistic, discourse, and conversational analyses. Across the studies using quantitative analysis techniques, the majority reported descriptive statistics (n = 23), with only a few employing inferential statistical analyses of significance (n = 7). One study used multivariate regression analysis to study predictors of user satisfaction in chat.
FEATURE

Broad Findings

Turning to findings at the level of the research question, the distribution of the data across the coding framework is shown in table 4.

The numbers in table 4 show that the areas of chat service most researched are

1c. Parameters of the service: clients
1b. Parameters of the service: questions
3d. Question-answering process
3e. Response guidelines
2b. Staffing and training
1a. Mission, objectives, statement of purpose

No research questions were found for seven categories of the framework

2c. Hardware and software
2e. Responsibilities to the client

Specific Findings

The remainder of the findings addresses the six most heavily researched categories of chat service, in descending order of percentage in the data set.

1c. Parameters of the Service: Clients

Twenty-seven research questions were coded in the client category, from which five themes were found: users’ motivations for choosing chat, users’ perceptions of chat service, users’ satisfaction with chat service, characteristics of users of chat, and what users do with the information they receive from chat service. Users’ motivations, users’ perceptions, and users’ satisfaction with chat services are discussed here.

Users’ Motivations

Two studies in particular explored what motivates a user to choose chat service. Though the response categories for this question were not identical across the two studies, some integration can be made.

Table 5 shows that the convenience of chat service is the main motivation for choosing it in each study. A somewhat miscellaneous category of reasons was the second highest between the two studies including familiarity, a rejection of other services, as well as curiosity and serendipity.

Users’ Perceptions of Chat Service

Some studies investigated users’ preferred mode of reference services. Cummings et al. reported that 72 percent (n = 197)
of users surveyed would be willing to use chat reference service. In this study, users also were asked to rank their preferred mode of reference service: both users inside and outside of the library placed “chat” at the top of the list, above asking a friend, e-mail, reference librarian, telephone, and librarian website. When asking distance students if telephone reference service was preferred over chat reference service, Lee found that only 8 of 34 students either agreed or strongly agreed with this statement while 22 students either disagreed or expressed no opinion. Connaway et al. compared nonusers and users of chat reference and “Net Gen” (born between 1979 and 1994) with adult information seekers to look at reference service preferences. Almost all users of chat services surveyed (100 percent of Net Gen users and 95 percent of adult users, n = 137) indicated that convenience was a significant factor in deciding to use chat reference service. Seventy-six percent (n = 184) of the Net Gens stated that chat was the least intimidating form of reference. But 71 percent of nonchat reference users indicated that they prefer face-to-face reference service and 49 percent enjoy face-to-face interactions.

An important finding throughout all of these studies is that many users were not aware of chat reference service. Connaway et al. reported that the main reason Net Gen students are not using chat reference service is because they did not know that it existed. As recently as 2008, focus group interview research showed that all 45 subjects had never heard of chat reference. Several studies also reported that participants expressed the belief that a range of reference service types should be available, and some should be available 24/7.

Users’ Satisfaction with Chat Service

Ten research questions, in eight studies in the data set, explored variations on the question of users’ satisfaction with chat service. In addition to the direct question “are users satisfied with chat reference?” other aspects of user satisfaction explored included differences in satisfaction between complete answers and referrals; the factors that contribute to (dis)satisfaction with chat; user and librarian correlations with satisfaction assessments; satisfaction with outsourced chat service; user satisfaction relative to librarians’ performing Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) behaviors during sessions; and whether the degree of formality in the librarian’s language correlates with user satisfaction with the librarian.

For those studies that looked directly at users’ satisfaction, the data show that users were quite satisfied with chat service. Pomerantz and Luo reported 92 percent (n = 292) of the respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with chat service. Fifty percent (n = 46) of the students in Lee’s study were very satisfied. Using “willingness to return” as an indirect satisfaction measure, Nilsen and Ross found that 59 percent of respondents indicated a willingness to return.

Other findings related to satisfaction are summarized here. User satisfaction was highest with completely answered questions, and users whose questions were referred, or partially or not answered, were far less satisfied that those with a complete answer. Comparing user reported satisfaction evaluations with librarians’ evaluations of satisfaction with the same transactions, the average patron-reported satisfaction score was 86.7 percent whereas the librarian’s average assessment of the transactions was 74.2 percent. Further, patron data revealed 15 “perfect” satisfaction scores, while librarian data showed no perfect scores, with the highest scores ranging from 86 and 97 percent.

User provided satisfaction scores based on interactions

---

### Table 4. Distribution of Data in the Framework

| Category                                      | No. | %
|-----------------------------------------------|-----|---
| 1a. Mission, objectives, statement of purpose | 14  | 10.3
| 1b. Mission, objectives, statement of purpose | 30  | 22.0
| 1c. Parameters of the service: clients        | 27  | 18.5
| 1d. Parameters of the service: questions      | 26  | 17.8
| 2a. Staffing and training                     | 17  | 11.6
| 2b. Staffing and training                     | 22  | 15.1
| 3a. Question negotiation                      | 5   | 3.4
| 3b. Question negotiation                      | 2   | 1.4
| 3c. Question negotiation                      | 0   | 0.0
| 3d. Question answering process                | 22  | 15.1
| 3e. Response guidelines                       | 0   | 0.0
| 3f. Coping with demand                       | 22  | 15.1
| 3g. Archiving                                 | 0   | 0.0
| 3h. Archiving                                 | 0   | 0.0
| 4a. Quality control                           | 2   | 1.4
| 4b. Evaluation                                | 0   | 0.0
| 4c. External recognition                      | 2   | 1.4
| 4d. Evaluation                                | 22  | 15.1
| 4e. External recognition                      | 0   | 0.0
| 4f. External recognition                      | 0   | 0.0
| 4g. External recognition                      | 0   | 0.0
| 4h. External recognition                      | 0   | 0.0
| 5a. Missions                                  | 146 | 100.0

### Table 5. User Motivations—Integrated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Average %*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convenience/thought it was the quickest</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/only place I know/other means not helpful/curiosity/serendipity</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library is too far away/other reference services were not available</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heard good things about it/recommended by others</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t like asking questions in person/personal characteristics/habits</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average percentages were calculated by adding the relevant percents and dividing by the number of addends.
with local librarians compared with interactions with outsourcing service providers were quite similar ranging from 85 to 94 percent for local librarians and 80 to 93 percent for outsource service providers, although users expressed greater dissatisfaction with outsource chat providers on the dimension of answering the question.40

User satisfaction was statistically significantly higher when these six RUSA behaviors were performed by library staff: used patron’s name, communicated receptively and listened carefully, searched with or for the patron, provided pointers, asked if question was completely answered, and invited patron to come back. Further, the following five behaviors were statistically significant predictors of user satisfaction: receptive listening, searching with or for users; offering pointers; verifying question was completely answered, and encouraging patrons to return.41

User satisfaction, (measured by librarian helpfulness) was greater in transactions where the librarians used fewer scripted words, and when librarians used with frequency compensator devices, specifically ellipses.42

Integrating this collection of satisfaction-related findings, the data suggest that users of chat service tend to rate their experiences fairly highly in terms of satisfaction, both in general satisfaction and satisfaction toward particular dimensions of the transaction. Librarians’ assessments of chat transactions, however, were not quite so positive. Users tend to be more satisfied when they receive complete answers, and rate outsourcing chat providers lower when they are unable to fully answer a question, which may be an inherent limitation with outsourcing chat service. User satisfaction was higher in transactions where librarians performed critical behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>No. of Transactions</th>
<th>Institution Type</th>
<th>Top 2 Reported Categories</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arnold &amp; Kaske (2005)</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Policy and procedure, Specific search</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desai (2003)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Specific search, Ready reference</td>
<td>45.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennewald (2006)</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Reference, Where is...</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford (2003)*</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Obtain specific source/holdings, Research questions</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmeyer</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Research questions, Library technology</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon (2007)</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Circulation-related, Subject-based research questions</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee (2004)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Accessing databases and electronic resources, Administrative, Finding known Item, Research and reference</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupien &amp; Rourke (2007)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Specific search, Policy and procedure</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsteller &amp; Mizzy (2003)</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Directional, policy, procedure, Known item</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward (2005)</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Couldn’t find specific book or article, Not sure where to start research</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward &amp; Kern (2006)</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>Subject based research, Information/directional</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We have chosen to omit the question type tied for most frequently observed from Ford’s data in what we report here. Her data showed that 17.9% of the chat questions were questions asking for information on chat service in general and came from librarians outside the academic community she studied. She speculates this high percentage is due to the fact that the academic library she studied was an early adopter of chat service.
that connect them to the user, including listening and communicating, demonstrating expertise in searching and offering pointers, and providing full closure to the transaction by checking that the answer was complete and inviting the user back to the service. Along these same lines, librarians who were considered to be very helpful used fewer scripted words and used ellipses during the chat transaction.

1b. Parameters of the service: questions

26 research questions were coded in this category. Two main subcategories emerged from analysis of the data: types of questions asked of a chat service, and outcomes from the questions (e.g., completed, referred, require subject expertise).

Types of questions asked

Eight studies from the data set investigated this theme as a research question. Five additional studies reported findings on the type of question asked, although it was not stated research question for their studies. For this analysis data from both cases were included when possible.

Taking into account the various schemas in use for categorizing the questions, no one question type was predominant. Looking at the two highest percentage question categories reported by each study, four basic question types were observed with nearly equal frequency: reference (6), specific search/known item (7), policy/procedure (5), and information/directional (6). The one outlier is the category for circulation-related questions, which was only observed in the single study reporting data from a public library chat service. Table 6 reports the findings on question types.

Outcomes

A few studies examined the questions asked of the chat service from the standpoint of how the question was subsequently handled by the operator. The two most commonly used outcome measures were: (1) measures of completeness of the answer, and (2) question referral. Table 7 summarizes the findings from three studies that measured the extent to which the answer provided was a complete answer.

These numbers show that in the studies included in the data set, relatively few questions received a partially or fully incomplete answer. Across the data set, the highest percentage of questions reported not answered in real time (a measure of incompleteness) came from questions that were handled by chat operators within a consortium, but not from the local library staff, thus it might be expected that being less familiar with the specific patrons would result in a greater degree of questions not fully answered.44

The other outcome path studied in the data set was the percentage of questions that were referred by the chat operator, either to another librarian on staff, or to a users’ home library institution. Table 8 summarizes the percentage of questions that were recorded as referred to another librarian or another service.

The number of questions that were referred varied among the studies included, but followed predictable patterns. The Kwon and Wikoff studies that reported the largest percent of questions referred were both analyzing chat transcripts from consortial-based chat services where not all the operators were from the same home institution as the user, and thus were more likely to be unable to answer specific account questions or other local kinds of questions. Kwon reported on a public library chat consortia where circulation-related and local library information questions were the most referred (44.8 percent and 39.3 percent, respectively).45 Wikoff found that 15 percent (n = 32) of the percentage total questions referred (33 percent, n = 69) were because the questions were deemed more appropriate for home libraries.46

In making sense of what the research shows about the questions asked of chat service, in nearly all of the studies that examined the type of questions asked of the chat reference service, there were not large differences among the percentages of categories of question types, indicating a fairly balanced distribution of question types. Even accounting for different manners of categorizing the questions, these data show that users are asking a range of questions through chat reference. This suggests that users of chat service do not associate this medium of communication with one or only a few types of information needs. Rather, users of the service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Answer Completeness (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kwon 2007 (n = 415)</td>
<td>56.4 completely answered 29 transferred or referred 4.8 partial or no answer 9.8 problematic ending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meert &amp; Given 2009</td>
<td>(n = 252 questions fielded by library staff) 11 not answered in real time (n = 225 questions fielded by non-library staff) 31 not answered in real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 2004 (n = 72)</td>
<td>47 complete 32 mostly complete 12 mostly incomplete 6 incomplete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Questions Referred (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kwon 2007</td>
<td>29 (n = 415)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan et al. 2009</td>
<td>8.7 (n = 413)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward 2004</td>
<td>3 (n = 72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikoff 2008</td>
<td>33 (n = 210)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are willing to express a variety of information needs via chat, which requires that libraries equip their operators to handle that same variety of questions.

In the case of consortial chat services, this can become problematic. The benefit of consortial chat service is obvious; greater access for many users with modest investment by any one library. But the trade-off comes with a lower degree of familiarity with local library information needs, and a lesser degree of customization of service. Libraries must consider those outcomes bearing in mind the impact on the user. If a user with a question about an overdue book reaches out to her library via chat, and through a consortial arrangement ends up interacting with an operator not from her local institution who is unable to answer the question, is she better off for having had easy access to chat service? Or is she is more likely to be frustrated for not having her information need met? Making referrals in chat reference also illustrates this point. Referring a user to another person or service is in many cases the best answer a librarian can give, and in one respect is a complete answer. But from the user’s perspective, does the instant access nature of chat bring the expectation of a full and final answer in real time, so that a referral might be considered a less than satisfactory answer? Kwon found that users were most satisfied when receiving completely answered questions.47 Their satisfaction with referrals was statistically significantly lower than with complete answers, and was at about the same level as those who received an incomplete answer or no answer.

3d. Question-Answering Process

In interpreting White’s framework, this category was used for the research questions that investigated the chat interaction as a communication event. 22 questions were coded in the question answering process category and the majority of the studies explored interaction patterns, styles, processes, and techniques revealed through chat session transcripts. The findings from these studies are intrinsically tied to context, and thus no quantitative findings can be meaningfully reported. Nonetheless, some overlaps were detected among the research questions within this coding category, where, broadly understood, the findings in this area speak to stylistic elements, contextual elements, and quality elements in chat service.

Stylistic Elements

Researchers explored an array of stylistic components revealed in chat sessions transcripts, including the use of abbreviations, contractions, acronyms, emoticons, sentence fragments, dropped words, punctuation, capitalization, font, slang, colloquialisms, and scripted messages. These features of chat reference were interpreted through different lenses: as characteristics of chat;48 as a basis with which to compare chat with F2F reference;49 as indicators of relational elements of the interaction;50 and as indicators of (in)formality in the interaction.51

A general conclusion from these analyses is that such stylistic elements affect the degree of formality of the interaction between the librarian and the user. A number of studies reported that in general chat users invoke stylistically informal features more frequently than librarians do, although, as the interaction progresses, the librarian may mirror the level of formality employed by the user.52 Further, the use of these features to increase the informality of the exchange can have the effect of maintaining positive face between the librarian and the client and may for younger users “transform the reference transaction into a more familiar form of discourse.”53 Maness explored the co-occurrence of stylistic features of chat and user satisfaction and found evidence to suggest that use of scripted words negatively relates to user satisfaction while use of ellipsis (as a nonverbal compensator) positively relates to user satisfaction.54

Contextual Elements

A wide range of contextual elements were observed in chat transcripts including:

- Showing vulnerability, excessive gratitude, self-depreca-
tion, apologies, mild humor, group identity, and invoking library policy55
- Greeting and closing rituals, rapport building, deference, self-disclosure56
- Reaching shared meaning through dynamic, constructed, situation-specific processes, assumptions of trust and mutual reciprocity, indexicality (meanings conditional on the situation) and the use of classification, instruction and instructed action, and sequential organization of the interaction57

These contextual elements were studied as indicators of the degree of formality in the chat interaction;58 as indicators of facilitators and barriers in relational communication;59 and as indicators of the techniques and communication features used in the meaning making process that occurs through a chat interaction.60

A general conclusion to be made from the studies that focused on contextual elements is that the chat medium is rich in context, even without the nonverbal elements present in face-to-face communication. These studies demonstrate that just as in face-to-face interactions, communication through synchronous, virtual communication is also subject to the fundamental complexities of human interaction: creating socially constructed understandings through linguistic, semantic, syntactic, and conversational devices, under the imposition of cultural, social, institutional and individual norms.

Service Quality Elements

Two studies explored the overall service quality of chat service, and both studies supplied a list of dimensions of quality through which chat service could be evaluated. White et al. determined that an efficiency dimension could be assessed by considering the extent to which there was a focus on the main objective of the question combined with the length of the session, minus any down time during the transaction.61 Their
effectiveness measure came from considering the accuracy and completeness of the answer provided. Their research also revealed a need for a measure of the quality of the experience of the chat interaction, which they propose should include the accuracy of the answer, the extent to which there was a focus on the main objective of the question, librarian traits such as patience and helpfulness, the interaction, down time, questioner frustration, time spent in the queue, lag time, and technical problems.

Pomerantz et al. evaluated service quality of chat sessions with thirteen items that can be grouped into these categories: characteristics of the answer, librarian behaviors; user satisfaction, and librarian traits.62

Finally, Radford set out to determine what relationship may exist between the content and relational dimensions in determining the quality of chat service and concludes that service quality assessment can only truly come from asking the users of the chat service.63

This whole category of research is a significant departure from some of the earlier research on chat reference, by moving beyond counting of types of questions, categories of users, times of day questions come in, or length of chat session. The stylistic and contextual findings integrated here suggest a much richer, and arguably more valuable line of inquiry for research that will have a much greater impact on service.

3e. Response Guidelines

22 questions were coded in the response guidelines category. This category included research that explored aspects of chat that focused on the behaviors of the librarians as they attempt to respond to the query. The predominant theme that emerged from this analysis was offering library instruction through chat service. This issue was explored through several questions. Is instruction provided through chat? What techniques are used to provide instruction? Do users want instruction? Do they ask for instruction? Do they believe they can learn through chat?

Is instruction provided through chat?

Two studies report that in both IM and commercial chat service, instruction is being provided, 83 percent (n = 146) and 82 percent (n = 118) of the time (when possible) respectively.64 Ward reported that two instruction elements were present 78 percent (n = 72) of the time in the transcripts reviewed, and one of the two elements was found in 12 percent of the transcripts reviewed.65 In Ford’s study, 53.92 percent (n = 102) of chat reference transactions included instruction.66

What techniques are used to provide instruction?

The following instructional techniques were found to be used through chat service, in varying degrees of frequency: resource suggestion;67 modeling (explaining how to find information);68 explaining how to use information sources;69 term suggestion;70 leading (explaining in step-by-step fashion while the user follows along);71 providing search tips and tricks.72

Do users want instruction? Do they ask for instruction? Do they believe they can learn through chat?

Data show that users do want instruction through a chat interaction. In a pair of studies, Desai and Graves report that 43 percent (IM, n = 146) and 52 percent (chat, n = 136) of the transcripts reviewed were occasions where users asked for and received instruction.73 Further, 50 percent (IM) and 30 percent (chat) of the transcripts showed that users did not ask for instruction, but still received it.74 In only 2 percent and 3 percent respectively did the transcripts show that a user asked for, but did not receive instruction.75 When users in the IM study were surveyed, 62 percent (n = 50) reported either a desire or willingness for instruction, while 30 percent were indifferent toward it.76 From the chat study user survey, 82 percent (n = 62) either wanted or were willing to have instruction, while only 15 percent were indifferent.77 Finally, 98 percent (IM) users and 92 percent (chat) users reported that chat was a good way to learn.78

The findings in these cases are positive toward the idea of offering library instruction via chat. They demonstrate that instruction can be provided (and evaluated) in chat service, that many chat interactions include instructional elements, and that users do ask for instruction. It is important here to note that the samples for these studies all come from academic libraries which may place more emphasis on providing instruction in any reference transaction, compared with public library chat services.

2b. Staffing and Training

Five themes emerged from analyzing the 17 questions coded in the staffing and training category: library staff attitudes toward and opinions of chat service; chat reference provider competencies; provider training best practices; differences in response quality based on type of provider; and time spent answering questions. The findings for the first two themes are reported here.

Library staff attitudes and opinions toward chat service

From the studies in the data set, only two sought exclusively to evaluate the staff’s views of the chat service. In the Casebier study, a questionnaire was issued in 2003 and 2004 and the results show only lukewarm attitudes toward chat service.79 Results from the 2003 survey period showed that 50 percent (n = 10) believed chat was not the best tool for instructing users on database searching; 80 percent of those who regularly staffed the service did not enjoy it; and 60 percent felt it did not enhance reference services. In the next year, the outlook improved somewhat. 66 percent (n = 19) believed chat service did enhance services at the library; only 33 percent did not enjoy it, and 66 percent felt it should be used mostly for ready reference.

Huston also used a survey instrument to gather the attitudes and opinions of reference librarians regarding the uses, impact and feasibility of chat reference.80 71.8 percent (n =
103) either agreed or strongly agreed that they had the technology skills necessary to perform chat reference, and over half (63.2 percent) believed that their coworkers also had the necessary technological skills. On the other hand, 64.1 percent either agreed or strongly agreed that it was difficult to keep up with emerging technology. In general, the librarians surveyed expressed a concern for insufficient staffing and training, with only 16.5 percent expressing no opinion or not agreeing that chat reference implementation had increased or would increase their workload. An interesting finding in this study is that over half (61.1 percent) of librarians did not agree that there would be an overwhelming demand for chat reference.

Comparing commercial chat service software with instant messaging (IM) software as alternative means for offering chat, Steiner and Long found that more librarians preferred IM over chat, younger librarians tended to favor IM, and 40 percent (n = 302) believed IM was insufficient for handling in-depth reference questions.81 Ward and Kern examined similar issues and reported that staff were hesitant about learning new software, but over time, many came to express a preference for IM.82 However, the increased volume of chat transactions that came as a result of adding IM as a service point caused stress among librarians.

To understand what librarians perceive as successful chat reference transactions, Ozkaramanli interviewed 40 librarians employing critical incident technique.83 The study found that successful and unsuccessful chat reference transactions were largely determined by the attitudes and behaviors of both librarians and patrons. Eleven librarians indicated that communication skills added to the success of a transaction; ten stated that knowledge of reference work and sources was also important. 25 percent noted that the ability to adjust to a new format (i.e. chat) and deal with the unexpected would also contribute to a successful chat reference transaction. The reference interview and question negotiation were also important, with seven librarians indicating that overall success of the interview was helpful and 12 librarians stating that it was important to find out exactly what the patron wants.

In this study, librarians were also asked to consider how users impacted the success of a chat reference transaction.84 Ten librarians thought it was helpful when patrons were familiar and/or comfortable with chat and 8 indicated that patrons should also know what they want. Over a third of librarians interviewed (35 percent) stated that appreciative patrons also lead to a successful chat reference transaction. 25 percent stated that less successful transactions were a result of communication difficulties, such as patrons being impatient (6%), demanding (5%), frustrated (4%) or unengaged (2%). When asked how chat service could be improved, librarians gave the following suggestions: have more librarians involved, improve hours of operation, provide formal training, and provide more practice and hands-on experience.

**Chat reference provider competencies**

Luo explored specific competencies for providers who offer chat reference services.85 From reviews of literature and interviews with librarians, she arrived at a list of 30 competencies in 8 areas and then validated those competencies through a survey of other librarians. Results showed of the 30 competencies, 21 were considered essential chat reference competencies, which were grouped into categories of general reference competencies (e.g., reference interview skills), reference competencies highlighted in chat (e.g., ability to work under pressure), and reference competencies specific to chat (online communication skills).

RUSA guidelines also served as an indicator against which to assess chat provider competencies.86 Most of the transactions analyzed showed evidence of a friendly greeting and clear communication, but analysis found that the providers’ did not typically probe for further information nor did they check that the information was clearly understood. Similarly, van Duinkerken, Stephens, and MacDonald, examined 1,435 chat transactions for the presence of RUSA-recommended behavior.87 Their data showed strong evidence of the behaviors associated with the RUSA categories of approachability and interest, but found mixed results in the remaining categories of listening/inquiring (i.e., rephrasing the question, using open and closed end questions appropriate in the reference interview), searching (i.e., asking the user what searches they may have already tried, helping the user broaden or narrow their topics), and following up (asking if the question was fully answered, encouraging the user to return to the service, inviting the user to call or visit the library).

Harmeyer approached RUSA guidelines from a different perspective, asking how their presence might contribute to an accurate answer.88 333 transcripts were analyzed in this study, with particular attention paid to the RUSA competencies of librarian interest, librarian approachability, and question negotiation. In the category of librarian interest, 5 variables were measured: hold time, gaps between the librarian’s typed responses, service time, the librarian’s response to the patron’s “Are you there?” statements and the number of URLs co-browsed by the librarian with the patron. Significant correlation was shown between answer accuracy and only 2 of those variables: gaps between the librarian’s typed responses and total service time. On average, the gap between responses was 3.8 minutes. Librarians with response gaps of 1.85 minutes or less reached statistically higher levels of accuracy. Harmeyer indicated that, though overall a short gap time is related to a higher accuracy score, it is a weak relationship. In terms of service time, the mean value was 16 minutes, and transactions lasting 8.3 minutes or less reached higher levels of accuracy than those over 8.3 minutes. Again, though shorter service time is related to a higher accuracy score, the author notes that this is also a weak relationship. Librarian approachability was measured by a sense of friendliness and a lack of using jargon. The study showed that neither variable had significance with answer accuracy, and, in most transactions, the librarian
showed friendliness (89.2 percent) and did not use jargon (95.5 percent).

In the category of question negotiation, Harmeyer considered 4 variables: the use of open-ended questions, the use of close-ended or clarifying questions, and whether the question was properly answered or not. Similarly, librarians did not ask close-ended or clarifying questions and did not need to provide accurate answers to those who did not ask this type of question and did not need to. For 45 percent of the transcripts analyzed, the follow-up question was either not present or not appropriate. The strength of the systematic review as a method for integrating knowledge is illustrated when pairing some of the findings from the staffing category with the user category. Data on user satisfaction indicates that users are more satisfied when librarians communicated receptively and listened carefully, asked if the question was completed, and, if not, invited the patron to return. Yet, van Duinkerken et al. reported inconsistent use of librarians' listening/inquiring behaviors, and with following up behaviors such as asking if the question was fully answered, encouraging the user to return to the service, and inviting the user to call or visit the library. This highlights a potential service gap area that chat service providers should examine in their local practice.

1a. Mission, objectives, statement of purpose

Fifteen questions were coded in this category. Three themes emerged within the category: chat use (i.e., “to what extent do library users make use of chat reference services”), lack of use (i.e., “why aren’t students using our chat service”), and discontinuation of service (i.e., “what were the deciding factors for ending chat reference services”).

The research shows low awareness and usage of chat service: 24.7 percent (n = 194) in Cummings et al. were aware of the chat service; 3 percent (n = 276) of respondents in Johnson's study reported having used chat reference; and none of the 45 focus group participants in Naylor's et al. were aware of virtual reference. Focus group responses from Naylor et al. and from Connaway et al., provide some reasons for not using chat reference, including: associating IM technology with social interaction, not academic work; an uneasiness about not knowing who they were chatting with, being turned off by the term “chat” because they associate it with their perception of chat rooms; a preference to search independently for information; doubts about the speed, convenience, accuracy, and capability of the service and the librarians providing the service; privacy concerns; and prefer face-to-face interactions.

Yet, Cummings et al. reported that 72 percent (n = 364) respondents said they would be willing to use chat service, and 35.6 percent (n = 264) of Johnson's respondents felt that chat reference would be leading service in the future. Some of the focus group participants in Naylor's et al. study showed enthusiasm for using chat when the service was demonstrated to them, in particular the personalized service. Focus group participants in Connaway's et al., study reported a willingness to use chat if it were recommended by a trusted librarian, colleague of friend. Added to that, two other studies report upward trending data on chat reference. A survey of academic health science libraries showed 22 percent (n = 132) of libraries reporting had added chat reference as a service point from 2002 to 2004. In another study, librarians compared vendor-based chat with IM chat and these findings add some nuance to the story. Over the 12 month period of data collection, the library maintained their vendor-based chat and introduced IM chat. IM chat was used more often than vendor-based chat in all but the first month it was introduced, and in two months in the summer when most undergraduate students were not taking classes. The combination of the two services was 39 percent higher than just the vendor-based chat for the previous twelve months. And although vendor-based chats declined by 49 percent over the period studied, they did not disappear entirely, and appear to be used by a population other than those using IM chat.

From the perspective of why library patrons use chat (or not), Huston explored factors that were influential and factors that were barriers to libraries’ implementation of chat reference service. The most significant influences for implementing chat service were support by librarians for the new service, support by administrators of the new service, and the belief that chat service was needed. She found that the most significant barriers were lack of adequate professional staff, lack of technical support, and lack of request by students/users for the service.

This category also included research questions about the discontinuation of chat reference services. Dee reported 16 percent (n = 132) of the libraries she surveyed discontinued their chat service. Radford and Kern studied nine libraries that closed their chat service, identifying six major reasons for discontinuing funding problems, low volume, low volume from the target population, staffing problems, technical problems, and institutional culture issues.

Taking these related findings all together, what might be said about the purpose of chat is that compared to other methods of interacting with library staff chat use is still fairly low, in no small part due to a lack of awareness of the service. From the library perspective, Huston’s findings suggest that whether chat service is offered or not should be based on a clear, user-driven, need for the service. But respondents, and in particular, nonusers seem to be moderately favorably disposed to the idea of using chat service, and in particular, willing to use IM chat which is more nimble, less expensive, more technologically stable, and perhaps more readily visible on a library website than other software solutions.
Users' Satisfaction

Users' satisfaction with chat service though notably quite positive in this systematic review, is a measure that should be considered with some care. Pomerantz and Luo note that respondents tend to show a favorable bias when rating experiences that involve interaction with humans.\textsuperscript{106} Similarly, Smyth and MacKenzie make the point that the overwhelming positive responses from their user surveys actually make it challenging for librarians to understand the reasons for that satisfaction, as well as to identify areas of the service that need improvement.\textsuperscript{107} The use of indirect measures such as a “willingness to return” or “willingness to recommend” may help to get a better read on user satisfaction.\textsuperscript{108} Deconstructing dimensions of satisfaction as used by Pomerantz and Luo (e.g., speed, helpfulness, ease of use) also may improve the utility of satisfaction measures.\textsuperscript{109} Ultimately, integrating findings on the success of a chat interaction from the users' and the librarians' perspective, as observed in Smyth and MacKenzie's study, may be the most useful strategy for librarians to more fully understand users' satisfaction with chat service.\textsuperscript{110} Developing data collection methods to more easily collect those paired impressions would be of significant use to researchers.

Users' Outcomes from Chat

Beyond users' satisfaction with the chat interaction, more research could be devoted to understanding information use resulting from a chat interaction. For example, how do school-aged users who chat with their local libraries for homework help make use of the information provided? What associations do chat users subsequently form of the library based on the utility (or not) of the information provided in a chat interaction? Research that explores a deeper understanding of information use and the cognitive or affective effect on the user may provide insight into how to structure the chat service, and help guide policies and best practices for providing chat service.

Interpersonal Communication in Chat

Research in the interpersonal communication aspects of chat, such as the works of Epperson and Zemel, Mon, Radford, and Westbrook establish a rich foundation for knowledge building and project a line of inquiry for further research. For example, can it be ascertained that the two participants in a chat interaction have achieved a shared understanding of the experience? Is a shared understanding necessary for the chat to be considered a success? What elements of communication must occur in a chat-based interaction for shared meaning to be reached? Drawing on theories in the area of shared cognition may be fruitful for extending the research in this area.

Library Instruction

The findings on offering library instruction through chat show initial promise on both the capacity for teaching, as well as students' interest in learning, but would benefit from further investigation. Some questions that merit further exploring include, when are the most effective teachable moments for a student, and are those recognizable through chat? What are the most appropriate strategies for effective learning? The research reviewed here provides a preliminary list of observed techniques, but future research should explore the most effective techniques for learning. For example, empirically testing Van Scoy and Oakleaf’s strategies for teaching in virtual environments may be useful in furthering an understanding of effective teaching through chat service.\textsuperscript{111}
attention should be turned to maximizing the value of the service to the users. Several suggestions are included here for enhancing the practice of chat service.

Developing Technology

Libraries should continue exploring technology that facilitates real-time communication. The shift from chat software programs to embedded IM widgets is a positive example of fine-tuning the technology to meet actual needs. As the mobile device industry continues to expand, libraries are investigating texting as another way of interacting with patrons such as KnowItNow24x7, the statewide chat service in Ohio, which recently launched a texting service.112 OCLC’s QuestionPoint, a cooperative virtual reference service, also has expanded to include a mobile application where library users can connect with their library from their mobile devices.113 E-readers with Internet access also present a new experience for the user that may create new opportunities for libraries to promote their chat service.

Service Quality

Attention also should be paid to enhancing the quality of the service experience. Indeed, it is nothing short of remarkable that successful interactions are actually achieved via the chat medium. A chat transaction involves two people, quite likely strangers, connecting through a computer-mediated communication tool, without the cues provided by nonverbal, face-to-face communication, for the purpose of making sense and sharing meaning, having likely had no previous shared experience, with no one telling either party exactly what to do during the exchange.114 To improve chat service quality, effort should be made toward sharpening the interaction skills of the chat providers. Bearing in mind what the research says about users’ satisfaction vis-a-vis the RUSA behavioral guidelines is a good starting point. Libraries could go a step further by developing staff training protocols that incorporate research findings about the interpersonal dynamics of chat communication. Borrowing from research methods that explore interpersonal communication in chat, libraries could use their own transcripts to uncover positive and negative communication examples to provide more advanced training for chat operators.

Managing Expectations

In keeping with enhancing the value of chat service to library users, libraries should continue to explore the most effective means to manage user expectations of the chat experience, particularly given the sense of immediacy implied in a chat service exchange. Clearly not all questions a user might ask through a chat service are fully answerable in a few seconds. Libraries, and especially those who are part of collaborative or who use third-party providers during certain operation hours, must continue to look for the most effective ways to clarify for their users what can be expected from the chat service in terms of speed, thoroughness of the answer, and the possibility of a referral to a more appropriate provider. Approaching this issue from the users’ rather than the libraries’ perspective may help uncover the most useful service standards, along with the language needed to communicate those standards.

CONCLUSION

Looking at the research over the last 15 years, some integrated claims about this service can be made.

• Chat service is generally well-received and users report high levels of satisfaction.
• Users have expectations that their questions will be answered effectively and efficiently in real time.
• A variety of question types are posed to chat services, and in most cases analyzed in this study, a nearly complete or complete answer was provided.
• Users of chat service are comfortable with the informal nature of chat communication.
• The chat medium is rich in context, even without the nonverbal cues available in face-to-face interactions, and patrons and librarians make use of many stylistic and contextual devices in their interactions to build relationships and share meaning.
• Chat users frequently ask for or are open to library instruction via chat, and librarians employ several techniques in providing instruction, such as suggesting resources or terms, explaining how to use resources, or modeling step-by-step approaches to searching for information.
• Providing library service via chat technology requires competencies in both communication skills as well as reference skills. Professional guidelines, such as the RUSA Guidelines for Behavioral Performance of Reference and Information Service Providers are helpful in establishing best practices for chat operators and when used have been shown to correlate with increased patron satisfaction.
• Though usage statistics may be low relative to other methods of contacting the library, chat services are used regularly.

Chat service is firmly established in the collection of services offered by most libraries. In its 15-year life span, a rich and diverse body of research has been carried out, building our collective understanding of this mode of library service. This synthesis of the research should help stakeholders advance their understandings about chat service for future research and practice.
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